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Retail
Zummo takes another step forward in its aim to bring fresh
fruit to the consumer in a ready-to-eat format. The company’s retail range expands with Pina Slicer by Zummo, a
solution designed for the retailer and conceived to be used
by the consumer. Shopping experience, safety, speed and
high profitability make this product a must for any supermarket or grocery shop.

APPLE JUICER
Freshly squeezed apple juice
Apple Juicer by Zummo, brings freshly squeezed apple juice
to the consumer. This machine has been developed specially
for the supermarket, so that their customers can easily obtain
apple juice of the highest quality and freshness. In addition, this
machine provides an innovative shopping experience for clients,
increasing customer loyalty and resulting in increased revenue
for the business

www.zummocorp.com

Freshly squeezed apple juice
Thanks to its design with patented Press technology, this machine is the best option for the processing of apples
to a ready-to-use fresh juice.

1. Basket capacity
The machine is equipped with a feeder basket with a capacity of up
to 16 kg of apples. In addition, its front door makes it easy to load
the fruit.

Basket capacity

2. Self service Tap
Very easy to use. The customer only needs to press the tap to
activate the machine. It incorporates a practical bottle holder that
maximises usability for the user, as it keeps the bottle fixed under
the tap, preventing spillage and splashes, always keeping the filling
area clean.
Self service tap

3. Patented Cold Press extraction system
With the innovative press and grating principle as a press basis,
this juicer obtains the best juice yield and quality, thus, preserving
the minerals and fibres naturally presents in apple. In addition, its
original stainless-steel filter, guarantees the maximum durability.

Patented Cold Press extraction system

Processing time

35 ‘‘/0,5 l

Waste capacity

50 l

Dimensions

730 (x) 1890(y) 740(z)

Weight

180 kg

Power consumption

2 kW, 220-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz

Security

IP-x2 (JIS 2)

Noise level

<70 dB (A)

Safety

Door with coded safety switch, Multiple safety sensors

Size apples

Ø 65-75 mm

Recommended varieties

Granny Smith, Elstar
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Technical features

